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Rheological Theory of Membranes Undergoing Large Deformations
(Physical, Geometrical and Engineering Aspects)

Theorie rheologique des membranes soumises aux grandes deformations
(Ses aspects physiques, geometriques et techniques)

Rheologisch-theoretische Untersuchung von Membranen unter Berücksichtigung
grosser Deformationen
(Deren physikalische, geometrische und ingenieur-technische Aspekte)

Z. BYCHAWSKI W. OLSZAK
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Prof. Dr., Dr. h.c.

Poland

Introduction
In the last years, a rapid development of the theory of large deformations

can be observed. It is due to the need of obtaining a more powerful tool in inve£
tigating the modern structural materials and their mechanical properties. How-

ever, the research work in this field is mostly concentrated on the elastic be-
haviour of rubberlike materials under certain specific conditions. A systematic
development of this direction is given in the books of Green and Zerna 1 and

Green and Adkins 2 In the latter, we also find some indications which may lead
to further generalizations of the theory as far as materials with rheological
properties are concerned. It should be mentioned, however, that because of the
generality of considerations, lack of physical aspects and applications they only
point out clearly the difficulties encountered in formulating the problem.

In recent structural mechanics and the design of engineering structures, we

are oftne faced with the necessity of considering nonlinearities of different
kinds, even within the classical concepts of strain and stress states. However,
all of them cumulate, if large displacements and, especially, large deformations
of flat or spatial modern constructions have to be taken into account. Then the
problem is that of a double nonlinearity: physical and geometrical. A typical
example of such a problem in engineering are the deformation and stress states in
a pneumatic structure. Except some particular cases, the theory of pneumatic struc
tures must necessarily be based on that of nonlinear membranes. Furthermore, since
the materials used, such as, for example, plastics and textiles, are very extensi
ble, the constructions undergo large deformations.

Depending on the physical properties of the applied material and loading con

ditions, it is then necessary to take into account not only the instantaneous ef-
fects which occur at the instant of pressure application, but also time-dependent
phenomena. These are of rheological nature and may considerably influence the re-
sulting states of strain and stress.

Jg. 4 Vorbericht
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Although the rheological aspects of the theory of nonlinear membranes are of
great practical importance in different fields of applications, the available in
formation to be found in literature is rather scarce. It is evident that one of
the reasons of such a Situation is the lack of an appropriate theoretical approach
to interpreting experimental data for real materials in question. On the other
hand, it seems to be clear that without such data concerned particularly with
large deformations in multiaxial states of strain and stress, the rheological th£
ory of nonlinear membranes may less be determined in an explicit way as could be

expected on the basis of its mathematical strictness.

Even if a physical nonlinear theory is founded on proper assumptions, the
problem of solving the resulting nonlinear integral or differential equations for
the considered concrete cases of practical significance still remains. It is
evident that Solutions can be found only by applying approximate methods. If these
methods are appropriate and carefully chosen,we may, in some particular cases,
even expect to obtain analytical results. It would then be possible to have a

more general basis for discussions than in the case of a numerical Solution.

The main difficulty in establishing a physical theory of large rheological
deformations, besides that mentioned above, lies in a proper choice of the form
of constitutive equations and physical variables which we want to expose as those
of outstanding importance. In the theory of nonlinear membranes it is preferable
to have stresses expressed through strains or strain rates. Therefore, all theo-
ries which are founded on strain superposing rather than stress are not very
suitable in application. This is due to the fact that usually the inversion of
a constitutive equation, if at all possible, leads to complicated expressions
for stresses, particularly in high nonlinear cases.

According to our opinion, the most convenient approach in founding a physical
theory for our purposes, especially concerned with nonlinear membranes of rota-
tional symmetry, is that based on energy considerations. Since a nonlinear
rheological process is mainly associated with dissipation of mechanical energy, it
seems to be reasonable to introduce into investigation the form of dissipation
power.

On the other hand, in order to obtain a more clear physical significance of
constitutive relations, it is possible to make use of the known concepts of ther-
modynamical Potentials of deformation states. Independently of the fact that ther
modynamical equalities find, in principle, application to stationary reversible
processes, they can also be utilized under certain conditions by analogy in in-
vestigating quasi-stationary irreversible ones. Thus, the stresses can be found
as derivatives of the corresponding energy forms which are functions of the strain
State invariants.

Expecially, use can be made of dissipative potentials (often introduced in
analogy to elastic potentials) when solving plastic and creep problems by applying

variational theorems and methods.
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It is the main aim of our paper to give a comprehensive dis-
cussion of tha problem of setting up a physical theory of nonlinear

viscoelastic materials which can ba adapted directly to
membranes exhibiting large deformations Because of specific featu-
res of the problem in the case of rotational symmetry which we
want to study exclusively characterized by symmetry of strain
and stress states it is possible to base our considerations on
purely homogeneous deformation Therefore we do not intend to
go deaper into generalities than necessary for our purposes We

shall touch these questions only which according' to our opinion,
are fundamental and can lead us directly to effective results
In realizing this aim we bear in mind the possible applications

In our further investigation we shall assume that'materials
considered are isotropic homogeneous and incompressible

1.Geometrical aspects of the bheory

We consider geometry of deformation of a nonlinear membrane
the middle surface of which at time t t~ (neutral State) is de-
noted by Sn and represented by dotted linas in Fig.1 S is ge-

nerated by the revolution
of a plane curve f through
a füll angle about x^-axis
in its plana The curve f
has no multiple points and
is smooth All kinds of
singularities are excluded
from our considerations

The membrane is of
very small thickness 2h
which is constant in the
neutral state

S is given in a System
of cylindrical coordi-

nates x. (i=1,2,3)
At t=t the membrane

is loaded by a uniform
pressure p p(t) and at
an arbitrary instant t ,in
consaquence of'Ldeformation
process we obtain a dif-
ferent rotational membrane
with initial axis of symmetry

Its middle surface
is now S and thickness 2h
The latter varies with
surface coordinates and time

We assume for S a System
of cylindrical coordi-

\xs ,X3
^^. 4— •T**^.

** \ ¦** ^^.
SS " t\ ^\

jAn22
// \ \/ / ** J »¦ i _*J y. \ \/ /

/ / 1 p/r r iV \
/ / \ \/ / „ -~~~~

1 ~//~^~~~\. \ \
~"~~rT/ ~^^X "^\ l** 1 // \

i / \ 1

h--M\ V

yr'~d£k \
r / i
1 / /^k N. S 0C2 X«3Cj i y y

¦ ^
~~ *— —— ^\V&S

Fig.1

nates x. Both the Systems assumed satisfy the relations

x± =xi(xj,t) h x±C^.t) 0.1)
where j 1,2,3 for every iOn the other hand we introduce a System pf curvilinear
coordinates 8. in which 8.(ei"1,2) coincide with lines of main
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curvatures on S 91 varies within the values * h on the direc-
tion of outward°normil to S and 8-, 0 defines S This System
deforms in time together with,linembTane and the set of 8. related
to a fixed(at t ")point P remains attached to it as it ffloves to a
new position P St t Th8s we may write

xi xi^ • *i **±(*y*) » 0.2)
where j 1,2,3 for every i^^Lsplacement vector of P to P is givan as the difference of
corresponding radius vectors of these positions from the origin 0

ä(®i»*) S^ei^Ä^ So^»*"5oW *e^3C«u.t) -ft3öuj 0 .3)

where the vectors R and R are related to 5 and S respective-
ly and §~ and £3 are ve"c°ors normal to S and S Thus for a
point on tne middle surface wa find from 0.3)

ä0(öo<»t)= SoCöoc,*) - R0Cöoc). 0 .4)

_ The line elements on S and S corresponding to tha vectors
R and R are respectively

ds2 - a,a de^de. 0.5)V/i utkucy3

30 =¦ aoi/i de^de^<*s2 - a .A de^de/a (1.6)

where A^n and a^a ars covariant base tensors of S and S
respectively

According to the existing symmetry we define the principal
extension ratios ^. (i=1,2,3) in maridional latitudinal and
normal directions These, coincida with the principal directions
of strain Denoting by 8.. and 8_, the are lengths maasured along
meridians fron A tp P and A to P respectively we have

O O ' r 1

7lt de 81 7\2 x"1/xl >3 * =C»1 *2)~ (1.7)

where dQ d/d8-j J the value of ^ (from the condition of incompress-
ibiliT?y)being dependent on both the remaining ratios

On the basis of Eq.(l.7) we may write Eqs. (1 .5)and (1 .6) as
follows 2 2

ds2 TifCdej) + a§x2(de2) (1.8)

da2 (de1)2+x2(de2)2 (1.9)

and thus define surface strain tensor

%«ß - jO^/s- aoi/i) » O'.to)

given by the difference of Eqs.(l.8) and (1 .9)

2y^/id8oide/3 ds2- ds2 ft2-i)(de1)2+ x2Ö2-l)(d82)2 (1.11)
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The relative extension of the line element ds is thsn found to be

tf » (ds-ds0)/dfl0 (1 *^f- 1 S^de^de^ds/2 (1.12)

Let us consider now strain rate tensor which plays an impor-
tant part in what follows If the rheological process of
deformation is such that at t the line element ds is given by Eq.G.6)
and at t by Eq.(l,5) then at t+dt its length becomes equal to

ds + d(ds) (l + tf) dsQ + d(ds) Ö .13)

the rate of extension being dfds)/dt Thus the deformation rate
is obtained. as the ratio[d(ds)/dt]/ds

CO tfCi+tf)"1, tf dy/dt (1.14)

On the other hand by differentiating Eq.(l,12) at fixed t we
find _2

tfCi+tf) - ¦oVaeocde/S(ds) > ^•15)

and from Eq. (1.14) follows that

w &/&dekde/3lÖ +*) ds] (1.16)

the counterpart of Eq.(l.1l) being

itfltwtß ^h ^)2+ A ^2^2 fr®2)2 • C1 •17)

Since on the basis of Eq.(l.1l) we have main strains at the
middle surface

*n - a? -1 » x22 =^l - 1)xi » 0-18)
-u ¦

main strain rates are
o * • o -

^11 ^1^1 ' ^22 T2 X1 0.19)

The nondimensional strain tensor components are obtain by
means of transformation

which instead of Eq.(l.18) gives

en e1 7|1 - 1 e22 e2 =7|| - 1 (1.21)

Thus the nondimensional strain rate tensor components are

*1 11 * e2 "2 2 ' (1.22)

The remaining components of the general strain tensor y..
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are found on the basis of general metric tensors for S and S ,de-
noted G.. and g.. respectively

Fortan arblrrary point of the membrane we may write respect-
ive ly

where

and

G*/3= V"283B^ • Go63 - ° • G33=*2 ' (1'23)

An =*2 A22 x2*2 A^= 0(oC*/S) Bn= -kn (1.24)

B22 "k22 » BoCß ° (<**£) •

6^/3= a^/5-2e3b^ • «^3 0 g33 1 (1.25)

a11 1
» a22 *1 » ao7l= O^*/3) ' bii _kll » 0.26)

o
b22 -k22 b^ 0 (pC *ß)
Here Be/,% b^ are tensors associated with the second

fundamental form of the surfaces S and S respectively and k^ and
k ° are corresponding curvatures^ From Eq.(L23) and Eq.(l.25)it follows that

X*3 ° » ^33 ?6?- 1) HCW"1- 1] ' (1'27^

and its rate is i /¦ -2. •
•833 «aa-- jO^iaiV^^ • ^1,28)

Purthermore from Eq.(l.2o) we conclude that

e33 «3 5-(?i2-l) «3 Tia 0.29)

We shall express now the components of strain tensor through
the components of displacement vector given bv Eq.(l.3)(for 8^=0),
or Eq.(l,4). In order to do that, we represent displacement vector
in the form

u u±g u g± (1 .3o)

where g. and g1 are covariant and contravariant vectors of the ba-
se respectively

SiSj= sij » sV gid • <1,31)

Taking into account the relation between base vectors

Si 5i + £»i » 0.32)

and hence

Gij gij * JiiH»j * gj».i + S'iä.3 » 0 .33)

where
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U'i " Ukli«k • Ukli " Uk'i ~ rkiUl » (1'34)

we find strain tensor tf. by introducing Eq. (1.34) into Eq.(l.33).
Thus we obtain ^

*ij ^Uil 3™i I XI iUk j) • ^I i - ^¦i+riiul ¦ ^ '35>

where Christoffel's.Symbols T are calculated for S from the me-
tric tensors g-sj.g-^ °f sc

By performing the inaicated in Eq.(l.35) Operations on
displacement components and having in mind Eq.(1.2o) we find physical

components of strain state (for S 8f=0)

e1 öelUl + |-(öeiu1 + ktJu3) + j(de1u3 - k^u,)2 (1.36)

92 k22u3 + Kk22u3^ ' 0 .37)

e3 " Kk11u1^ ' 0.38)

These are geometrical formulas expressing strain state components
through displacement components As it is seen the first equation

depends on Eqs.(l.37) and (1.38). By solving the latter with
respect to u^ and u.. respectively and introducing the results
into the former we thus obtain the condition of compatibility
of strain state

From Eqs. (1.37) and (1.38) we find respectively

u3 -R°(1 + ff+2e^) u, R°r2T3 ey< 0 (1.39)

and the said condition gives

^(aj^f3)+ J[\(R?/2T3)-R°Rj"b+{T^2T2f+ M^[R2 6*^e~£i)]+

+f2T3J2- e1 0 ?3 -e3 rr) e1 (1.4o)

Here R?,r2 denote main curvature radii

k1? R1_1 • k2°2 ' R2_1 ' 0.41)

The curvatures of Eq.(l.4l) satisfy the equation

d2^rk22) k11 V ' r x1 ' 0-42)

k|? - «fr [1 -<JVr)«r
*

• <¦•«*
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Substituting Eq.0.43) into Eq.(l.42)and taking into account the
fact that k-S is finita for r=0 and d„r 1 for r=0 through
Integration we obtain 1

k22 - r"1^ -(V)2^ • 0-44)

k
hl2e

Analogous formulae are valid for the curvatures k^ and
at arbitrary instant t of the deforming membrane Thus we

_ 1 1

k11 " " df<? [1 -Cdi?)2] 2
» k22 §"1t1 -CdfS)^2" • 0.45)

where we put o x\ and 1=8.. Thus Eqs. (1 .43) and (1.44) can
be considered as initial conditions for Eqs. (1 .45)describingTcon-
tinuous change of curvatures during deformation process

k11Ct) [R1(t)f1 k22(t) [R2(t)]"1 (1.46)

where R.,R2 are "radii of main curvatures at instant t
Finally it should be mentioned that the corresponding

components of strain rate state ma^fmnd by differentiating Eq.(l.35)
or Eqs. (1.36)-(1.38) with respect to time

2.Statical aspects of the theory

According to the membrane theory, we neglect all moments and
shearing forces in our considerations of quasi static equilibriumof rheological process In what follows we refer all results to
the undeformed membrane

The physical stress resultants per unit length are given
by the relation j

»*,. =n^(a/3/3/a^)2 (2.1)

where n**/3 satisfy the conditions of equilibrium
n°^U= 0 n"/»^* p 0 p Pl - p2 f (2.2)

Here, p is the resultant pressure in the direction of the outward
normal to the middle surface and

n^L= n«fitaL * r*n°^ + T«,n*ß (2.3)

In our particular case we have only two stress resultant
components n11 and n?p and two non-vanishing components of the
Christoffel t^Asor and Eq.(2.2) furnishes

n1]1 *¦ r22n11* T22n22 0 (2.4)
or _

d^Cm^) r n22d^r (2.5)

if Eq.(2.l) is taken into account On the other hand the sec-
ond of Eq.(2.2) gives

k1°nn + r2k2°n22 p (2.6)
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